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Want to learn real diagnostic skills?Start with real cases!The perfect companion toÃ‚Â Bates&#39;

Guide to Physical Examination and History Taking, this practical study resource uses actual case

vignettes to help you enhance your physical examination, diagnostic, and critical thinking

skills.Following the structure of the parent textbook, most chapters feature one or more case

vignettes, providing a chief complaint and a brief medical history. Based on this information,

you&#39;ll then select the appropriate physical exam techniques, integrate informatin from the

patient&#39;s history and physical exam, and formulate hypotheses leading to a differential

diagnosis.Enchance your clinical judgment with these features:Primary care focusÃ‚Â addresses a

range of common complaints--including unexplained weight loss, earache, stomach pain, persistent

cough, breast lumps, constipation, low back pain, and dizziness.Lists of physical findings for each

caseÃ‚Â help you understand the importance of proper documentation.Multiple choice, matching,

and labeling activities help toÃ‚Â reaffirm your understanding.Appendix with answersÃ‚Â lets you

check the accuracy of your responses and identify areas in need of further study.Let this hands-on

resource help you apply essential principles to practice, enhance physical examination skills,

improve clinical thinking, and sharpen diagnostic accuracy.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 
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A great learning manual to teach history and physical diagnosis



I used this guide book when I was in Family Nurse Practitioner Program, my daughter also used it in

medical school. It has excellent head to toe physical assessment, the back pain write up is so

good.I still refer to this book from time to time.

This is a good book to review your knowledge on Physical Examination. However, you may need

other resources as well. I am a medical student and I am using this book (the Bate's) with the First

Aid "USMLE Step 2 CS".

NOT FOR KEEPING BUT JUST FOR READING THROUGH

This book is a great resouce. It gives you an accurate snap shot of how a patient may/may not

present with a disease/disorder.

Pretty good to get you started and organized on what to look for, covers all of the basic information.

I would have enjoyed a few more examples as each section only gives you a few case studies to

work from.

I absolutely love this book! It is very helpful and easy to read. Dr Bickley provides practical and

useful information related to situations that arise in the clinical setting. The questions and rationales

that address each case scenarios are great learning exercises! Highly recommend!

Good practice. If you don't understand the original book, this will bring it to reality. Good product,

comes as ebook, even easier to access.
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